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The present text att.-pts to study, 1Il eM
as well as in one if its chapters (eIl.8), the
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.-t of ,.,...lealcal

disorders frollf"the perspective of acitve/passive -.cIalitt. . of
encounter with both the' self and the world. 'l1le author is s. .itive to
the narcissism and rage present l i passive-aggressive, ...sochistic
and borderline behavior, she is aware of the extensive secondary
gains which passive doldrums frequently contain, but her insights
go little beyond this.

Instead of the areful study the problem de

serves, the reader ia exposed to a mixture of repeated misunderstandings
of Freudian theory, as well as to behavioristic-like techniques, e.g.
"tease the patient into expres.ing anger."

Or, abandoning

p8ychological study completely, the author resorts to e'n.orali'tic
exhortations, e.g.: "The psychologist, sociologist and wise political
leader and all people of goodwill -- must help in the work of cleaning
up these new confusions (i.e. ,mentll conflicts)." Or, ''We must
teach reality to neurotics, schizophrenics, children and
others. It! These excerpts reflect a level of simplistic conceptualization
evident throughout the text.
Dr. Fried's tisreading of Freud is of the same calibre.
dismisses his understanding of the role of anziety and
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She
goes

on to state that anxiety is a warning sign of the ego's impending
weakness, a signal of danger coming.
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Sheread. Freud as saying that

master trauma via the repetition compulsion and comes to the
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conclusion that he misunderstood the facts.

Had he only realized
tha
that people are invloved in a cognitive error. Had he only taught

people that the future need not be like the past, they presumable
would not be neurotic.

That the repetition c.oarpulsion lerve,

neurotic endl, that Freud never implied that it a realistic

me&lUI

of overcoming past trauma, but that it il an intra-psyehic force
which profoundly effects both the psyche'. lelf""UDderstanding and
interpretation of reality and that it can be dusipated by intra
And

psychic awareness: all of this apparently excapes the author.

because it escapes her, and many others besides, psychoanalysis is
catologued as a mechanistic/deterministic psychology which has an
unproductive tnterest in the patient's past.
In the present day zeal for therapeutic effectiveness and
its widespread distribution, as urgent and as understandable
these goals are,
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there has been a flicht from the awareness that

lasting autonomy is anchored to growth in inner personal meaning;
and such personal meaning, in the therapeutic setting, results
from interpretation, particularly of the transference, with its
consequent emotional recognition on the part of the patient.
Perhaps it is the sensitivity of the interution . . well as the
neeeslity for mutually tolerated frustration in analyst and

pati~t,

but Whatever the cause, there seems to be a convinced disbelief,
born of non-experience, that such. phenomenon as transference
interpretation fosters, preeminently, personal autonotJ¥. Throughout
the text we are given strategies and tactics, exhortations and commend
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at times wise counsel and at other times absured platitudes, but
rarely, if ever, does the author evidence an awareness of spotting,
in·terpreting, and working through, intrapsychically, a transference
phenomenon.
Because the whole area of transference pheDOlllen& is practically
ignored, the question of construction, that is, uaderstanding
developmental ~haracterological and neurotic. problems in terms of
present-day residuel, il not touched upon.

There ls, couequently, a

general formula present throughout the text: the reason patients are
passive, are ."chistie, etc. I. because of deprivation in c.hildhood.
TIlat passive adults are sometimes the products of profound over
indulgence and that such individuals can not be exhorted out of their
narcissi. . but must painfully decide to leave Eden, li1rewise escapes
the author.

Autonomy, within the peychoanalytlc co1NDUnity at least,

is the capacity to affectively encounter and understand the past
as it presently coD8titutes itself.

To do that

wit~ min~

defenses

leaves enough psychic energy for an individual to have an experience
of personal competence out of which he can fr.eely leek hil necessary
destiny -- to love with strength, to play with ease, and to work with
satisfaction.
Not only does the author give no evidence of understanding the
dynamic uneolUlcioua, but her reading of the . .y~boanalytic literature
leaves one puzzled.

For example, "Extolling the fertile qualities of

primary-process thought, it (psychoanalysis) has unintentionally
underplayed the inventiveness and excitBDent of rational thinking."
Anyone familiar with current analytic tho\lsht would know that this
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sentence is simply absurd.

More profoundly disturbing,however, is

that such a statement evidences a level of awareness which seems to
reduce the role of theory to something like finding clever words
in a game of scrabble.

The author apparently thinkgs she can show

the inadequateness of other theories by using au courrant words to
describe her own.

Or another tec:.hnique is that, under the guise of

coreect syntax, she give the
discussing.

~res.ion

of knowing the field she is

For example: "Independent, healty personalities and

Ichizophren1es, contrm to varioua

~lnle u8\ftptions

(emphasis added), are active speaker. in the sense that they make
up8their very own and often carefully seleeted terminology." Unless
one knw the field, a layman might get the

~res.ion,

from the spntax

alone, that a meaningful observation hacl been made.
Finally there is an area of the author's conceptual fuzziness
which goes beyond irritation and approaches dangerously eareless state
ments in a book purporting to be of help to clinicians.

I am

referring specifically to the author's off-handed remarks in
reference to paranoia.

For instance: "A moderate and 'healthy'

paranoia un be an aid in inching away from entrapment." Such a
sentence not only plays havoc 'e1th even the most general of diagnostic
eategories; it evidences total c:.onfusion in distinguishing
maturation differentiation from regressive fixation.
And in conclusion we may ask: is it because the author has

gORe beyond Freud that she finds it unnecessary to mention the
area of dream interpretation in her book? Whatever the reason the
lacuna reflects, once again, the absence of any operative awarenesl
of the dynamic unconscious, of the infantile roots of adult behav6pr,
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and of the transferenee phenomenon ¥bieh any style of therapy must
either under.tand or, by ignorance, exploit.
I have no quarrel with the author's intended goal, but
sooner or later any therapist must 1eam that wanting, even wanting
very 1ID.1ch, that patients be better does not make them

can bring the eure in plyehoana1ytic therapy,

10.

The word

bUt it is not the word

a. wish, but as naming ¥bieh frees the patient to hear himself.
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